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Abstract: In the non-intrusive automated testing system for Internet of Vehicles (IoV) applications,
automatic recognition of text and icons on vehicle central control screens is of paramount importance.
However, the detection and recognition of content on vehicle central control screens are inherently
complex. Additionally, during non-intrusive vehicle central control screen image testing, there is a
deficiency of suitable datasets and detection methods. This deficiency renders information within
vehicle application images difficult to be accurately extracted by the detection network. To address
this problem, this study first constructs a dataset tailored for text detection and recognition on vehicle
screens. This dataset encompasses a variety of vehicle central control images, enabling the generic
text detection and recognition network to more effectively identify and interpret text within vehicle
screens. Subsequently, this research proposes an enhanced Fully Convolutional Networks for Text
Detection (FOTS) method for vehicle central control screen text detection and recognition. This
method elevates the semantic expression capabilities of features by sharing vehicle central control
screen text detection and recognition features. Furthermore, it improves multi-scale feature processing
capabilities through the utilization of a feature transformation module. Validation through visual
and quantitative experiments demonstrates that the proposed method can effectively accomplish text
detection and recognition tasks on vehicle screens. This achievement bears significant implications
for the field of automated testing in IoV applications.

Keywords: non-intrusive testing; deep learning; automated testing

1. Introduction

With the relentless advancement of 5G and artificial intelligence technologies, the
importance of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) apps in the realm of smart connected vehicles
is increasingly emphasized [1–3]. These IoV apps form an interactive conduit between
users and their vehicles via mobile devices, bestowing a multitude of control features and
informational services. For instance, through remote control functionalities, users can
initiate or shut down their vehicle, lock or unlock doors, and even modify certain settings
such as seat adjustments and air conditioning, under certain conditions [4,5]. Companies
such as Tesla and Volkswagen equip their latest vehicles with these IoV apps extensively,
thereby enhancing the convenience of user-vehicle interactions [6].

To ensure that the vehicle accurately reflects the user’s commands during this in-
teraction process, thereby validating the correctness and reliability of the entire IoV app
interaction process, the application of automated testing technology becomes essential [7].
This technology autonomously confirms the responses and behaviors of the software being
tested. For example, if a user adjusts the internal temperature of the air conditioning in the
vehicle via their mobile device, the automated testing software monitoring the vehicle’s
central control display screen should ascertain whether the temperature displayed on the
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screen has been adjusted accurately in accordance with the user’s command [8]. In this
process, the automated testing software is required to capture screen images, recognize text
and numerals on the screen, and juxtapose the results with the expected values preset in
the database to determine the success of the recognition process. This form of automated
testing falls under the umbrella of GUI testing [9,10].

Automated GUI testing technologies for vehicle center control screens primarily en-
compass two methodologies: intrusive testing and non-intrusive testing [11]. Intrusive
testing involves direct contact with or modification of hardware and software, such as
retrieving display information from the vehicle’s center control screen through wired con-
nections and the use of Android Studio software. However, this approach could potentially
disrupt the system’s normal operation or even lead to equipment damage and data loss.
Presently, open-source testing tools and platforms, including Appium [12], Selendroid [13],
and Robotium [14], are available for IoV app interconnectivity functionality testing. These
tools automate application testing, enhancing efficiency and reliability. Robotium [14],
for example, is an Android platform-based automation testing tool that assists testers in
conducting GUI automation testing for Android applications. This tool can operate on real
devices or simulators and supports multiple Android versions.

On the other hand, non-intrusive testing refers to the testing conducted without
directly modifying or touching the central control hardware and software [15]. It does not
rely on hardware interfaces and employs cameras to capture images of the vehicle’s center
control screen for evaluation. RoScript [16] employs visual testing scripts to articulate GUI
operations on touchscreen applications, subsequently utilizing physical robots to drive
the automation of test execution. NiCro [17] incorporates the most advanced GUI widget
detectors to identify widgets from GUI images, subsequently analyzing a composite set of
information to match widgets across different devices. During the actual development of
the IoV App, particularly at stages close to delivery, car manufacturers always block vehicle
center control screen hardware module interfaces to ensure system stability, resulting in the
exclusive use of non-intrusive methods for GUI testing. Figure 1 presents the non-intrusive
GUI testing process for IoV apps.

Figure 1. The scheme of non-intrusive GUI testing process for IoV apps.

Taking air conditioning temperature adjustment as an example, the process begins
with the user issuing control information containing temperature adjustments or music
playback to the vehicle via their mobile device. Subsequently, upon receipt of this message,
the vehicle’s infotainment center screen adjusts the air conditioning temperature. Finally,
the non-intrusive GUI testing system utilizes a camera to examine the vehicle’s infotainment
center screen, determining whether the air conditioning temperature has been adjusted to
the preset number as per the user’s command.

While the non-intrusive GUI testing method offers robust adaptability, the quality of
the images captured via the camera is significantly lower than screen captures obtained
through intrusive methods [18]. To achieve high-quality detection and recognition of text
content on the vehicle’s central control screen during this process, several challenges must
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be addressed. Traditional text recognition methods discern textual meaning within images
by analyzing intrinsic characteristics [19], such as structure [20], patterns [21], and unique
shapes [22,23]. These approaches lack universality, necessitate manual feature selection
to extract textual regions, and require adjustments to multiple parameters for different
images, exhibiting inferior robustness [24–27].

Currently, most neural network-based techniques divide this functionality into two
components: text detection and text recognition [28,29]. Text detection accurately locates
textual areas on the screen, typically employing bounding boxes for annotation, while
excluding interfering factors such as distortion and noise [30]. Text detection technology is
closely associated with generic object detection technology, and with the progression of deep
learning techniques, utilizing convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) for in-car central control display text detection has become increasingly
prevalent [31]. Neural network technology learns textual region features autonomously
through training on copious annotated data [32], thereby accurately detecting and extracting
textual information. However, to enhance detection performance and stability, optimization
and adjustments are still required with respect to specific vehicle models, screen sizes, and
lighting conditions [33,34].

Following text detection, text recognition must be conducted. Traditional text recogni-
tion methods, such as k-nearest neighbors, suffer from low accuracy and high computa-
tional complexity, rendering them unsuitable for systems with latency requirements. Neural
networks can still be applied to the realm of text recognition, but necessitate adjustments to
network architecture. Numerous backbone networks for object recognition [35,36], includ-
ing VggNet [37,38], ResNet [39,40], and DenseNet [41,42], are also highly applicable to text
recognition, elevating the recognition accuracy of individual characters. Dataset training is
an indispensable component of neural network training, but in the course of researching
vehicular screen text recognition, we discovered an almost complete absence of mature
datasets within this field. Consequently, to improve vehicular screen text recognition
accuracy and practicality, researchers must develop more advanced, robust text detection
and recognition techniques suited to diverse scenarios. This may involve designing novel
neural network structures and collecting and annotating a wealth of vehicular screen text
datasets to cater to the requirements of different vehicle models and contexts [43,44]. Text
detection and recognition for IoV vehicular screens constitute a challenging task. This sec-
tion will leverage deep learning techniques to achieve efficient and accurate text detection
and recognition, providing more intelligent and precise technical support for non-intrusive
automated testing systems targeting in-car IoV apps [45–47].

It is important to note that, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has
focused on non-intrusive testing for in-vehicle infotainment screens of IoV applications.
Our research represents the pioneering efforts in this field, setting a precedent for future
studies and practical applications. The principal contributions of this study are as follows:

1. We initially present the VSTDR-2023 dataset, tailored for the detection and recognition
of text on vehicular screens. This dataset encompasses a multitude of in-car control
images with varying characteristics, thereby enabling text detection and recognition
networks to more effectively discern text within vehicular screens.

2. We introduce an innovative vehicular control screen text detection and recognition
approach based on an enhanced FOTS framework, achieving end-to-end single-stage
text detection and recognition. This method bolsters feature semantic representation
capacity by sharing text detection and recognition stage features, effectively reducing
computational consumption while preserving result accuracy.

3. Utilizing a feature transformation module in the enhanced FOTS-based vehicular
control screen text detection and recognition approach, we resolve the feature reuse
issue in text detection and recognition, augmenting multi-scale feature detection
capabilities and ensuring text detection efficacy.
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Ultimately, we validate the proposed technique through comparative experiments and
analyze the results. Both visual and quantitative analyses demonstrate the proficiency of
our method in fulfilling the text detection and recognition tasks within vehicular screens.

The following paper is arranged as follows. The related works are reviewed in
Section 2. Section 3 introduces the methods containing dataset constructing principle and
enhanced FOTS framework. In Section 4, we verify the proposed methods using detailed
experiments. Finally, these conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Determining whether the control information of the vehicle system works properly is
the key function of the vehicle network app automated test system. Furthermore, the key
of the test system is to detect the content of the vehicle screen. Currently, manual detection
and identification methods are still predominantly used in practical applications. However,
these methods are costly and require the expertise of specialists. Moreover, the current
update pace of in-vehicle systems is rapid, and the functionality modules are becoming
increasingly complex. Examples include navigation systems, multimedia entertainment
systems, and dash cams. As a result, it becomes challenging to match the corresponding
testing manpower in a timely manner. To address these issues, this article proposes an
automated and efficient non-intrusive detection system for connected car applications.
Next, we will introduce the related work on non-intrusive GUI testing systems.

2.1. Non-Intrusive GUI Testing System

The GUI is an essential feature of current in-vehicle systems, and testing the GUI
is also the most effective method to ensure the quality of the entire connected car app.
Automated GUI testing methods and tools greatly assist in reducing testing time and costs.

During the early stages of automated testing tool development, there was significant
research conducted in the field of mobile phone testing. This was due to the large number
of phones that needed to be tested before releasing applications. Relying solely on manual
testing was clearly not feasible. Therefore, Dhanapal et al. proposed a remote automated
testing system that eliminates the need for any human involvement in the process [15]. The
system only requires the involvement of the system administrator to control the testing
scripts, the test manager, and the image processing module. The image processing module
includes key functionalities such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and text box
detection. With such methods, the testing efficiency of mobile terminals can be significantly
improved. However, the testing scripts and test manager modules in this approach are con-
sidered intrusive automated testing methods. Although technologies such as Appium and
Sikuli have been widely applied, they face challenges when it comes to closed or less com-
mon systems. Therefore, it is necessary to explore another method—non-intrusive testing
methods—to further expand the application scope of testing automation technologies.

In 2016, Yu et al. proposed an image-based GUI automation testing method that
utilizes image recognition technology to identify elements in GUI images and simulates
input signals from the System Under Test (SUT) using input devices [48]. Subsequently, Ju
et al. designed a non-intrusive script-driven robot testing system specifically for automating
the testing of touchscreen applications [16]. This method employs visual test scripts to
express GUI operations on the touchscreen application and utilizes a physical robot to
drive the automated test execution. These two methods mentioned belong to non-intrusive
testing methods, and their application results further demonstrate the significant potential
of non-intrusive testing.

In recent years, there has been significant development in non-intrusive testing
research, particularly due to the rapid advancements in computer vision capabilities.
The main reason for this progress is that element detection techniques for GUI can di-
rectly benefit from mature methods in the field of computer vision (CV). In particular,
Chen et al. have designed a novel GUI element detection method that employs a top-down
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coarse-to-fine strategy and combines it with state-of-the-art text detection deep learning
models [18].

Overall, at the current stage, non-intrusive research specifically targeting connected
car apps is still in its early stages, and there is limited related research work available.
Furthermore, the existing non-intrusive GUI testing systems are primarily designed for
mobile devices such as smartphones and may not be directly applicable to in-vehicle
systems. In our research on non-intrusive GUI detection techniques, we have found that
text detection technology plays a crucial role in determining the system’s detection results
and efficiency. However, in most works focusing on screen text recognition, there has been
a lack of in-depth research on this module, and the techniques used are somewhat outdated.
Meanwhile, in the field of natural scenes, text detection and recognition technology have
made significant progress, achieving high accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, it is natural
to consider the migration of text detection and recognition techniques from natural scenes
to non-intrusive testing systems for connected car apps. Next, we will conduct in-depth
research on the relevant technologies for text detection and recognition.

2.2. Text Detection and Recognition Technology

The research background of text detection can be traced back to the early stages of
computer vision [49]. With the development of digital image processing and computer
vision technology, people began to realize that automatic detection and recognition of text
in images were beneficial for many applications, such as document digitization, image
retrieval, autonomous driving, and intelligent security. In the field of computer vision,
text detection and recognition are considered critical research areas. Early text detection
algorithms were primarily based on traditional computer vision techniques, such as edge
detection [50], morphological processing [51], and segmentation. The main limitation
of these algorithms is their low robustness to factors such as illumination, noise, and
complex backgrounds.

Traditional text detection and recognition techniques include edge-based methods,
which typically use edge detection algorithms such as the Canny operator to connect
edges and form candidate text regions. This approach is simple and fast, but it may
yield poor results for images with unclear edges or noise. Another method is based
on image segmentation, where clustering or segmentation algorithms are employed to
divide the image into different regions. Heuristic rules are then applied to merge regions
that potentially contain text into candidate text regions. This method performs better in
detecting text in complex backgrounds, but it requires manual parameter adjustment.

In recent years, with the development of deep learning technology, particularly the
widespread application of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), text detection accuracy
and robustness have significantly improved [52]. Deep learning technology enables text
detection to be used in a wider range of application scenarios, such as natural scene images
and videos. However, it also introduces higher computational complexity and greater data
demands. Neural network-based text detection and recognition algorithms employ neural
network technology to automatically detect and recognize text. This method consists of
two parts: text detection, which uses neural networks to segment images and identify
text regions, and text recognition, which inputs detected text regions into another neural
network for text recognition.

At the beginning of text detection and recognition development, much research fo-
cused on transferring generic object detection and recognition neural networks to this
field. Commonly used neural network frameworks include CRNN, an end-to-end text
recognition algorithm based on recurrent neural networks, and convolutional neural net-
works. It can directly recognize text in images without the need for text detection. It uses
convolutional neural networks to extract features from input images and then employs
recurrent neural networks for sequence modeling and text recognition. Faster R-CNN is a
recently proposed method for localizing target regions. It introduces a new module called
the “Region Proposal Network” to the base of R-CNN, effectively improving text detection
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accuracy. YOLOv1-v4 is a series of methods that use deep convolutional neural networks
for target position detection and, due to their simpler weights, are often used in systems
that require real-time processing. It divides the entire image into several grids and uses
a convolutional neural network to predict whether each grid contains text, providing the
text’s location and category.

Despite the significant advancements in text detection and recognition algorithms,
challenges remain. For instance, detecting and recognizing text in low-resolution images,
under varying lighting conditions, or in images with complex backgrounds still poses
difficulties. Additionally, recognizing highly distorted or deformed text, or text with
varying fonts, sizes, and orientations, can be challenging for existing methods.

To address these challenges, researchers continue to explore novel techniques and
strategies. For example, incorporating attention mechanisms into neural networks can help
focus on relevant areas of an image and improve text recognition performance. Similarly,
using unsupervised or semi-supervised learning techniques can help reduce the need for
large labeled datasets, making the algorithms more practical for real-world applications.
Furthermore, integrating contextual information or a higher-level understanding of the
scene can assist in recognizing text in more challenging environments [53].

Based on the research findings on non-intrusive GUI testing systems and text detection
and recognition technologies mentioned above, we believe there are two main challenges in
the non-intrusive testing of automotive central control screens. The details are as follows:

• Lack of mature central control screen dataset. In the application of deep learning or
machine learning, a large and high-quality dataset is crucial. For automotive central
control screens, there is a wide variety of vehicle models, brands, and interface designs,
resulting in highly diverse data. Additionally, the inclusion of various languages, fonts,
colors, graphics, dynamic elements, etc., further complicates the data. Currently, there
is a lack of comprehensive and high-quality datasets that encompass these factors,
making it challenging to train effective models.

• Lack of deep learning GUI text extraction methods suitable for complex automotive
central control screens. Non-intrusive testing often requires parsing the GUI of central
control screens to identify various elements such as buttons, text, images, etc. However,
current deep learning techniques have certain limitations in this regard. The interface
designs of automotive central control screens are typically complex and variable,
potentially containing multiple languages, various fonts, sizes, colored text, and even
dynamic elements and animations. Existing deep learning techniques may struggle to
accurately recognize and extract these elements, presenting a major challenge in the
field currently.

These two challenges are the main issues faced in the non-intrusive testing of auto-
motive central control screens. Resolving these problems requires in-depth research and
development, as well as a larger amount of data and advanced deep learning techniques.

3. Methods

In this section, the discussion begins with an elucidation of the principles and method-
ologies utilized in the fabrication of test datasets pertinent to in-vehicle infotainment screens.
Subsequently, we introduce the proposed enhanced FOTS methodology specifically adapted
for the detection of GUI text within the context of in-vehicle infotainment screens.

3.1. Dataset

An exceptional text recognition and detection network invariably hinges on the back-
ing of a scientifically and rationally constructed dataset. Presently, the sphere of text
detection and recognition on vehicle screens lacks a suitable, publicly accessible dataset.
A few existing datasets, such as the KAIST Scene Text Database furnished by the Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, do include images pertaining to screen text
recognition. However, these predominantly feature text from mobile screens in Korean
and English, thus limiting their applicability to the research at hand. Additional datasets,
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such as Total-Text, contribute a minuscule quantity of screen text detection data, falling
short of the requisite volume for training purposes. Numerous contemporary studies
default to the use of natural scene datasets for training. Despite the resultant models
being applicable to vehicle screen text recognition scenarios, the constricted scope of their
training process creates a bottleneck effect on recognition accuracy. This evidences the
urgent and crucial need for the development of a dataset specifically tailored for research
into vehicle screen text detection and recognition. In response to this need, we propose the
Vehicle Screen Text Detection and Recognition 2023 (VSTDR-2023) dataset. Armed with the
VSTDR-2023 dataset, conventional text detection and recognition networks will have an
enhanced capacity to detect and recognize text on vehicle screens.

3.1.1. Image Acquisition and Selection

The VSTDR-2023 dataset incorporates an array of images corresponding to disparate
categories of vehicular central control. The primary sources of these initial images stem
from internet downloads and photographs captured by our laboratory team of extant in-car
control screens. During the selection process of the original data, the primary considerations
were as follows:

• Diverse car interiors. Variations in car interiors create differing backgrounds for
the vehicle’s central control system, thereby presenting a significant challenge for
neural network training. Consequently, it is imperative to select original data images
that capture a broad spectrum of car interiors. Typically, car interior designs echo
the overall vehicle style, necessitating consideration of different manufacturers and
vehicle types.

• Distinct screen materials: The types of screens employed in car central control systems
present considerable diversity. For instance, TFT-LCD screens utilize thin-film transis-
tor technology, ensuring high resolution and color performance. Conversely, OLED
screens deploy organic light-emitting diode technology, delivering superior brightness,
while AMOLED screens, an evolution of OLED screens, feature enhanced brightness
and reduced power consumption, typically found in high-end vehicle dashboards or
infotainment screens.

• Various screen sizes: Infotainment screens of 6–8 inches are suitable for compact cars,
providing smaller size but superior clarity and response speed. Screens ranging from
9–10 inches are more commonplace, suitable for mid-sized vehicles, while 11–13 inch
screens are generally reserved for high-end vehicles, boasting larger sizes, multi-touch
support, and high-definition video playback capabilities. Figure 2 illustrates the
screen in various sizes. As the vehicle manufacturing industry advances, screens
larger than 9 inches have gained popularity within vehicle central control systems.
Therefore, the dataset should prioritize the collection of such data during the image
acquisition process.

Figure 2. In-car control screens with various sizes. (a) 6–8 and (b) 11–13 inch screens.

• Various screen shapes: Square screens, typically designed with a 4:3 or 16:9 aspect ratio,
are commonplace, displaying an array of information and user interfaces. Rectangular
screens are lengthier, often featuring a 21:9 aspect ratio, while trapezoidal screens
innovate with differing angles at the top and bottom, adapting more effectively to
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the shape and position of the central control panel. Circular screens are uniquely
employed in some high-end vehicle designs, providing drivers with a distinctive
visual experience. As square and rectangular screens prevail within the market and
circular and trapezoidal screens are typically found in high-end vehicles with a smaller
market share, data collection should prioritize square and rectangular screens. Figure 3
illustrates the screen in various shapes.

Figure 3. In-car control screens with various shapes: (a) Horizontal and; (b) Vertical screens.

• Different scenarios: The content displayed on screens varies significantly across differ-
ent scenarios, primarily in terms of text positioning, font size, and background content,
all of which can significantly impact recognition results. Several interfaces should
generally be included: media interfaces (music, radio, etc.), phone interfaces (calls,
dialing screens), basic settings interfaces (infotainment settings, device connections),
and basic information interfaces (fuel consumption, oil life, etc.).

Considering these influential factors, the VSTDR-2023 dataset, as proposed in this
paper, has amassed 1200 images of vehicle central control screens. The display content
on these screens encompasses Chinese text, English alphabets, and numerical characters.
Notably, attributes such as color, font, size, aspect ratio, stroke width, and quantity of
characters diverge significantly across various types and scenarios of vehicle screens. Addi-
tionally, during the image selection process, we took into account external environmental
factors, such as diverse angles, backgrounds, brightness levels, distances, and image di-
versity. This approach ensures a broad spectrum of variations in background, lighting,
angle, and distance across the entire dataset. To conclude, the VSTDR-2023 dataset, as
compiled in this study, is well-suited for generic vehicle screen text recognition, effectively
encapsulating the majority of features prevalent in contemporary vehicle screens.

3.1.2. Data Region and Character Content Annotation

This paper primarily concentrates on the detection and recognition of text within vehicle
screens. Throughout the dataset creation process, two aspects are predominantly considered:

• Text region annotation. Text region annotation for vehicle central control screen identi-
fication tasks. This entails marking all areas within the vehicle central control screen
images that contain text with rectangular boxes and subsequently documenting them.
The annotators must ensure that the text regions are comprehensively and accurately
encapsulated, while vigilantly preventing the misclassification of non-text regions as
text-bearing areas.

• character information Annotation. Annotation of specific character information in
vehicle screens. This comprises the creation of annotation information for the im-
ages within the dataset. Existing Optical Character Recognition (OCR) tools can be
deployed to expedite this process, although manual proofreading is requisite for
non-standard, blurred, or distorted texts.

In a move to streamline the data annotation process, this paper employs a universal
data annotation format. This approach amalgamates detection and recognition results
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in a JSON format within a single file, thereby facilitating the training of diverse types of
neural networks.

3.1.3. Dataset Splitting

In terms of splitting the VSTDR-2023 dataset, this study delineates it into training,
validation, and testing subsets, adhering to the ratios of 80%, 10%, and 10%, respectively.
The paper employs a hybrid approach of random and stratified splitting methods for the
VSTDR-2023 dataset.

Initially, stratification is executed on central control images from diverse scenarios such
as vehicle status, entertainment features, and vehicle settings. Despite these scenes being
recurrent, enhancing recognition capabilities across different scenarios is paramount during
network training. Thus, this paper stratifies images from various scenarios within the
dataset. Subsequently, following the principle of random splitting, data from each stratum
is selected, ensuring images from different scenes are equitably divided into distinct subsets,
thereby reinforcing the robustness of the trained neural network. Ultimately, the dataset is
partitioned into 720 training images, 240 testing images, and 240 validation images.

3.1.4. Data Augmentation

In the domain of deep learning, data augmentation is a technique that generates novel
training data through the application of random transformations to the original dataset.
This technique is commonly used to address challenges such as insufficient training data or
overfitting, thereby enhancing the model’s generalizability and robustness. By augmenting
the data, the size of the training dataset is increased, thereby augmenting the volume of
training samples and reducing the risk of overfitting. Moreover, data augmentation assists
the model in learning greater invariance and resilience. For instance, in image classification
tasks, operations such as rotation, cropping, and scaling imbue the model with increased
robustness in classifying images of varying angles and sizes. It is crucial to select and
amalgamate data augmentation techniques based on the specific requirements of the
task and the characteristics of the data, integrating random combinations and applications
during the training process. Furthermore, to prevent data drift issues arising from excessive
augmentation, the scope of augmentation in terms of magnitude and diversity should be
judiciously regulated.

In the context of text recognition and detection on in-car control screens, we utilize
various data augmentation techniques. Random cropping involves choosing a random
area within the original image for cropping, subsequently scaling the cropped region to a
fixed size, thereby simulating diverse angles and proportions of vehicular screens. Random
adjustments to parameters such as brightness, contrast, and saturation are performed on
images, thereby training the model to recognize text under various lighting conditions.
Random noise, such as Gaussian or salt-and-pepper noise, is superimposed on images,
thereby simulating the conditions of vehicular screens amidst vibrations or noisy envi-
ronments. These data augmentation strategies effectively strengthen the model’s training
performance and generalization capabilities.

3.2. Enhanced FOTS

Given the research context, a single-stage FOTS approach is suitable for automotive
screen GUI detection and recognition scenarios, as it offers accurate detection rates and
reduced computational complexity. Consequently, this paper introduces an enhanced
FOTS-based method for the detection and identification of text within vehicle display
GUIs. This approach simultaneously addresses text detection and recognition technologies,
introducing an end-to-end, single-stage text detection and identification algorithm. Notably,
feature extraction convolutions in most neural networks are computationally intensive. This
method effectively lessens the computational burden during the detection and recognition
stages. However, efficiently sharing features between text detection and recognition has
consistently posed challenges. Therefore, this paper incorporates the RoIRotate module,
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which introduces text detection features into the text recognition framework, enabling
shared feature extraction network components for both text detection and recognition tasks.
The scheme of the enhanced FOTS is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The scheme of enhanced FOTS.

3.2.1. Shared Feature Extraction Layer

As illustrated in Figure 4, the raw data initially undergoes feature extraction via
shared convolutional layers upon entering the network. Drawing inspiration from the
EAST network model, this paper employs a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) for
comprehensive feature extraction. Additionally, a ResNet-50-based FCN is utilized as the
backbone. ResNet-50, a deep convolutional neural network, is built on the principles of
residual learning, addressing the vanishing gradient problem by creating shortcuts between
inputs and outputs to train deeper networks. The network primarily comprises residual
modules, each containing two convolutional layers and a shortcut connection. This shortcut
connection facilitates rapid information transfer to output modules, enabling efficient
residual information transmission. Moreover, ResNet introduces the Bottleneck structure,
designed to decrease parameter count and computational complexity while preserving
network depth. Bottleneck residual modules consist of 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolutions, as
well as 1 × 1 convolutions for channel number reduction and expansion operations.

Simultaneously, to extract character features of varying scales, this method incorpo-
rates the concept of the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN), linking low-dimensional and
high-dimensional feature maps. Traditional Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) typi-
cally necessitate multiple convolutions and pooling operations on input images for tasks
such as object detection or semantic segmentation, generating a series of progressively
smaller feature maps. While shallower feature maps provide more detailed information,
deeper feature maps offer higher-level semantic information. The core concept of FPN
involves enhancing the semantic expressiveness of feature maps through cross-layer con-
nections while maintaining feature map detail. Given the significant variation in text size
in automotive systems, this method employs two FPN structure components for bottom-up
feature extraction and top-down feature fusion.

Although ResNet attains satisfactory detection and recognition accuracy, its simplistic
structure can result in less-than-optimal precision. Therefore, this paper proposes the use
of a split attention module, enabling cross-group feature recognition. Termed ResNeSt,
this network retains the primary architecture of ResNet, permitting direct application to
downstream tasks without incurring additional computational costs. The ResNeSt model
outperforms other networks of comparable complexity.

3.2.2. Text Detection

In this stage, the shared feature extraction layer previously described performs the
crucial function of generating features for each pixel. During this process, the feature map
size undergoes an expansion from 1/32 to 1/4. Post feature extraction, the text detection
branch discerns whether each pixel signifies a character and forecasts the coordinates of
the corresponding character bounding box.

Figure 5 illustrates the composition of the text detection branch, which comprises
multiple convolutional neural network layers. Initially, a convolutional layer computes the
probability of each pixel functioning as a positive sample. Subsequently, for every pixel
that qualifies as a positive sample, quadruple channel predictions are initiated to estimate
the distances to the top, bottom, left, and right boundaries of the predicted bounding box.
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Ultimately, a specific channel is tasked with predicting the orientation of the associated
bounding box.

Figure 5. Input and output of text detection.

The loss function of the text detection branch constitutes two distinct components:
The other component is the regression term, which consists of two parts: IoU loss and

rotation angle loss. These two regression losses ensure the final predicted bounding box is
robust in terms of shape, scale, and orientation. The specific expressions are as follows :

Lreg =
1
|Ω| ∑

x∈Ω
IoU(Rx, R∗x) + λθ(1− cos(θx, θ∗x)) (1)

In the formula, the first term IoU(Rx, Rx) represents the IoU loss value between the
predicted bounding box and the ground truth bounding box. The second term is the
rotation angle loss, where θx is the predicted angle, and θx is the true angle. Here, λθ is a
hyperparameter for adjusting the weight between boundary prediction and rotation angle
prediction, typically set to 10.

Thus, the loss calculation formula for the text detection branch is organized as follows:

Ldetect = Lcls + λregLreg (2)

In the equation, λreg is also a hyperparameter, mainly used to adjust the balance
between the two loss values, typically set to 1.

3.2.3. Feature Transformation Module

To utilize the results of the shared feature extraction layer for text recognition, it is
vital to adjust the orientation of the feature map. Consequently, this method employs the
RoIRotate module to execute a directional transformation on the feature region, generating a
feature map that is parallel to the coordinate axes. The diagram of the feature transformation
module is depicted in Figure 6

Figure 6. Diagram of feature transformation module.

Specifically, the RoIRotate module rotates the input feature map by an angle θ and
carries out the corresponding cropping and padding operations to ensure that the output
feature map’s size matches that of the input feature map. The rotation and scaling opera-
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tions necessitate pixel-level interpolation, which is achieved using bilinear interpolation,
thereby allowing for more precise pixel values. The rotation angle θ is predicted by the text
detection network, enabling RoIRotate to adapt to text in any orientation. Throughout the
transformation process, the height and aspect ratio of the text feature remain consistent,
while the length of the text can be adjusted, making it more amenable to the vehicle screen
text recognition scenario targeted in this study.

The specific computations within the RoIRotate module are as follows:

• Calculate affine transformation coefficients. Calculate the affine transformation coeffi-
cients using the predicted or true text box coordinates:

tx = l ∗ cos θ − t ∗ sin θ − x (3)

ty = t ∗ cos θ + l ∗ sin θ − y (4)

s =
ht

t + b
(5)

wt = s ∗ (l + r) (6)

M =

cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

s 0 0
0 s 0
0 0 1

1 0 tx
0 1 ty
0 0 1

 (7)

= s

cos θ − sin θ tx cos θ − ty sin θ
sin θ cos θ tx sin θ + ty cos θ

0 0 1
s

 (8)

In this context, M refers to the affine transformation matrix, ht and wt represent the
height and width of the feature map after affine transformation, respectively. (x, y)
denotes the coordinates of a point in the shared feature map, (t, b, l, r) represent the
distance of the pixel to the top, bottom, left, and right sides of the text box, and θ
indicates directionality. These parameters can be either actual label data or predicted
data attributes.

• Perform affine transformations. Affine transformations are performed on the shared
feature maps of each region to attain standardized horizontal text region feature maps.
This can be achieved through the following equation:xs

i
ys

i
1

 = M−1

xt
i

yt
i

1

 (9)

Affine transformation parameters are calculated using the ground truth coordinates,
and these transformations are then applied to the shared feature maps of each candi-
date region. This results in standardized horizontal feature maps of the text regions.
During the network training process, the actual text regions are utilized to train the
network. In the testing process, thresholding and Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS)
are employed to filter the predicted text regions. Once the data has been processed
through the RoIRotate module, the transformed feature maps are fed into the text
recognition branch.

3.2.4. Text Recognition

Considering the lengthiness of the label sequence in the text region, this study employs
an approach that expands the features input to the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
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network along the width axis to half of the original image’s size (1/4 at input). This strategy
is advantageous in distinguishing features within compact text regions, particularly narrow
character features. The text recognition branch is structured with a VGG-type convolutional
network, a bidirectional LSTM [16,42], a fully connected network, and lastly, a Connectionist
Temporal Classification (CTC) decoder. Table 1 provides a detailed representation of the
text recognition structure.

Table 1. Text recognition neural network.

Layer Convolution Kernel Size
[Scale, Step-Size] Output Channels

Convolutional layers [3, 1] 64
Convolutional layers [3, 1] 64

Height dimension pooling [(2, 1), (2, 1)] 64
Convolutional layers [3, 1] 128
Convolutional layers [3, 1] 128

height dimension pooling [(2, 1), (2, 1)] 128
Convolutional layers [3, 1] 256
Convolutional layers [3, 1] 256

height dimension pooling [(2, 1), (2, 1)] 256
Bidirectional LSTM [3, 1] 256

Next, we will elaborate on the processes in the text recognition algorithm and the
design of the associated Loss function.

The processes for the text recognition algorithm are delineated as follows:

1. Initially, transformed feature maps are input, passing through multiple linear convo-
lution and pooling layers. This process reduces the height dimension of the spatial
feature map while extracting features of higher dimensionality. Subsequent to this
step, we derive the feature vectors to be recognized, forming them into a feature
sequence. For simplification, we present the convolution parameters of the VGG
network in Table 1.

2. Subsequently, the high-dimensional feature sequence is encoded within an RNN
network, facilitating the prediction of the label distribution for each feature vector
within the sequence. Here, we employ a bidirectional LSTM and designate 256 output
channels for each direction. This step yields a probability list of predicted results.

3. Following this, the hidden states are computed at each time point in both directions,
and the results are summed. These outcomes are then input into a fully connected
network, resulting in the distribution of each state within the character classification.
Through this step, we obtain the probability distribution of all characters, represented
as a vector with a length equivalent to the number of character categories. To circum-
vent overfitting during training, a dropout layer is inserted prior to full connection.

4. Lastly, the probability vector is input into the Connectionist Temporal Classification
(CTC) layer. This stage transforms the predictions rendered by each feature vector
into a label sequence, addressing the redundancy issue that can occur within the
RNN network.

Then, we will elaborate on the design of the loss function for the text recognition
branch. With regard to the loss function of the text recognition branch, it is pertinent to
note that the predicted conditional probabilities xt of distinct characters for each hidden
state vary. Let y represent the actual label sequence. Hence, the conditional probability of
y is the sum of the probabilities of all paths π.

p(y∗|x) = ∑
π∈B−1(y∗)

p(π|x) (10)
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B represents a many-to-one mapping, which corresponds to a label set with partial blank
and duplicate labels to y∗. The training goal of the text recognition branch network is to
maximize the sum of the log-likelihoods in the above expression.

Lrecog = − 1
N

N

∑
n=1

log p(y∗n|x) (11)

N is the number of text regions in the input image.
Now, we can obtain the overall loss function for the entire text detection and recogni-

tion network, as follows:

L = Ldetect + λrecogLrecog (12)

λrecog is a hyperparameter for balancing the two losses. In experiments, λrecog is usually
set to 1.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Experimental Setup

The initial phase of training typically necessitates the selection of an appropriate
learning rate, supplemented by learning rate scheduling strategies that progressively
diminish the learning rate, circumventing overfitting in the later training stages. In this
study, the initial learning rate is established at 1× 10−3 , with a decay to 1× 10−4 after
5000 iterations.

All experimental procedures delineated in this section are conducted on a computer
equipped with an NVIDIA RTX 2060 GPU, 32GB RAM, and an Intel Core i7-8700k CPU.
The neural network methodology proposed herein is operationalized using the PyTorch
framework, an instrument that permits developers to freely define, train, and deploy
neural network models. The inherent diversity of datasets and complexity of tasks in text
detection and recognition necessitate flexible tools for model building and debugging,
a requirement satisfactorily met by PyTorch. As PyTorch’s core language is Python, the
algorithmic development is also conducted in Python, with Ubuntu 18 as the development
system and PyCharm as the development platform.

During the neural network training process, batch size configuration demands con-
sideration of various factors, including hardware limitations, model size, and dataset size.
Generally, the batch size should balance available hardware resources and model size. To
ascertain an optimal value, tests were performed with batch sizes of 32, 64, 128, and 256.
The experimental dataset employed is the VSTDR-2023, as proposed in Section 2.

As evidenced in Figure 7, an increase in batch size decelerates the network’s conver-
gence speed and amplifies the fluctuations in loss value. Consequently, the batch size value
cannot be increased indefinitely. Pursuant to these findings, this study adopts a batch size
of 32 for subsequent training experiments.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

To verify the accuracy of text detection and recognition, relevant indicators are defined
for quantitative evaluation. Commonly used indicators include recall, which represents
the proportion of correctly detected text boxes to all text boxes. Detection precision is the
proportion of the correct text boxes detected to the total number of text boxes. Character
Error Rate (CER) is the proportion of different characters between the recognition result
and the true label. The F1 score is a measure of the performance of a classification model, a
comprehensive index of precision and recall, representing the accuracy and coverage of the
model in predicting positive classes (e.g., correct recognition in text recognition).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the results of different Batch Size experiments.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis

This section will verify the effectiveness of each component of the proposed method
on the VSTDR-2023 dataset. Table 2 shows the comparison results.

Table 2. The effect of text detection module and feature transformation module on VSTDR-2023.

Text Detection
Module

Feature
Transformation

Module
Precision (%) Recall (%) F Score (%)

67.23 63.21 65.16
X 79.52 75.58 77.52

X 70.12 66.43 68.26
X X 95.77 91.27 93.75

An ablation study is conducted on the VSTDR-2023 dataset to quantify the relative
contributions of the text detection module and the feature transformation module. These
ablation experiments are conducted within the same framework on identical hardware,
with results depicted in Table 2.

Initial observations indicate that in the absence of both the text detection module and
the feature transformation module, the recognition accuracy is significantly low, at 67.23%,
accompanied by a correspondingly low F-score of 65.16%. Upon the integration of only
the text detection module or the feature transformation module, we observe substantial
improvements in precision, alongside increases in both recall rate and F-score. It is partic-
ularly noteworthy that the text detection module contributes more substantially to these
improvements. Upon the concurrent inclusion of the text detection module and the feature
transformation module, there is an overall enhancement across all performance metrics.

Table 3 shows the quantitative results on the VSTDR-2023 dataset. The method
proposed in this section achieves 95.77%, 91.23%, and 93.75% in precision, recall, and
F-measure, respectively. Compared to the method proposed by Shi et al., the F-measure of
our method is improved by about 5%.

Table 3. Text detection and recognition results.

Method Precision (%) Recall (%) F Score (%)

Shi et al. [54] 91.13 83.37 87.73
Panhwar et al. [55] 92.14 85.76 88.13

Xiao et al. [56] 93.83 91.35 92.33
Chen et al. [57] 93.64 89.95 92.31

Our method 95.77 91.23 93.75
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The end-to-end text recognition algorithm proposed in this section notably outper-
forms other algorithms in terms of comprehensive performance and processing speed. The
superior results obtained through our proposed algorithm can be attributed to two primary
factors: First, the shared feature extraction layer that efficiently extracts text features from
images plays a crucial role. Second, the implementation of the RoIRotate module within the
feature transformation module significantly aids in applying the features to text recognition.
Consequently, the method proposed herein can achieve a considerable gain in performance.

The gradient descent algorithm is used here to optimize the network model, so the
change in loss value during the training process is not smooth. As can be seen from
Figures 8 and 9, with the increase in iterations, the network loss value gradually decreases
and eventually stabilizes at a constant value. At the same time, the classification accuracy
also increases with the increase in iterations. After about 2000 iterations, the classification
accuracy finally stabilizes at around 0.95.

Figure 8. The regression and classification loss value curve in VSTDR-2023 dataset.

Figure 9. The precision value curve in VSTDR-2023 dataset.

Experimental results on the VSTDR-2023 dataset, illustrated by visual outcomes of
state-of-the-art methods and our proposed approach in Figures 10 and 11, provide essential
insights. In qualitative comparisons, the methods proposed by Shi et al., Xiao et al., and
Panhwar et al. struggle with text detection in areas characterized by multiple bright
spots and an uneven black-and-white distribution at the screen center, thereby leading to
missed detections and compromised text detection accuracy. The techniques put forward
by Panhwar et al. and Chen et al. tend to inaccurately detect small text and individual
characters. For instance, as seen in Figure 10b, certain text, such as the Wi-Fi signal, is
misidentified as incorrect text regions.
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Figure 10. The state-of-the-art methods text detection and recognition result of in-car control
screen [54–57].

Figure 11. The enhanced FOTS text detection and recognition result of in-car control screen.

However, the text detection and recognition scheme proposed in this study effectively
identifies and interprets text on in-vehicle screens, addressing a significant majority of
the challenges encountered when applying classic text detection neural networks to this
scenario. In summary, the novel text detection scheme presented in this paper demonstrates
promising results for detecting text on vehicle-mounted screens, resolving most problems
associated with directly applying classical text detection neural networks to such situations.

5. Conclusions

This research primarily addresses the lack of adequate training datasets for text
detection and recognition within non-intrusive vehicle infotainment testing systems. We
designed and created a dataset specifically tailored for in-vehicle screen text detection and
recognition. Following this, we proposed an enhanced FOTS-based method for detecting
and recognizing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) on in-vehicle screens. This method
employs shared feature modules and feature transformation modules to precisely automate
the recognition and operation of icons and text within vehicle infotainment systems. When
compared to the generic text detection and recognition method introduced by Shi et al., the
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detection and recognition accuracy of the proposed algorithm has shown an approximate
improvement of 3.6%.

In the future, as vehicle networking technology advances and application scenarios
continue to expand, in-vehicle GUI testing will become increasingly complex. To enhance
the functionality testing of infotainment screens, attention mechanisms can be considered
to ensure recognition capabilities for icons and multilingual text in complex backgrounds.
Attention mechanisms can aid GUI testing image recognition models in better focusing on
crucial regions, thereby improving their accuracy and performance. For instance, attention
mechanisms of various scales can be designed for targets of different sizes and proportions,
enabling the model to adaptively recognize targets of diverse dimensions. For multi-
channel images in GUI testing, utilizing channel attention mechanisms can allow the model
to better distinguish features between different channels, consequently enhancing the
model’s accuracy and performance.
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